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Abstract

The work presented here addresses the problem of providing robotic manipulators with
improved force control and force sensing capabilities. A nonlinear compliant element for
use in cable driven robotic manipulators was designed and built. The compliant element
provides a nonlinear (exponential) force displacement behavior. This device is similar to
the human hand in that it provides a large dynamic range (defined as the ratio between
the largest exertable force and the smallest exertable force), near constant dynamic
resolution, early contact detection and changing stiffness of the element. Additionally, the
compliant element was designed with ease of manufacturability and assembly in mind
and sensitivity for off the shelf components.

The effects of placing these compliant elements in line with a cable transmission system
were investigated. System performance as a function of element preload was studied.
Dynamic response for an open loop linear system equivalent was obtained and used to
suggest controller designs. Using these suggested controller designs, the dynamic
response of the nonlinear closed loop (position) system was observed.

A set of design requirements was developed and a compact design for the compliant
element is presented. An experimental force displacement curve for the element was
obtained and the position tracking performance of the actuator was evaluated.

Next, the compliant element was incorporated into the Compliant Arm Design for
Digging (CADD), a 4 degree of freedom manipulator designed in collaboration with
Andrew Curtis to examine the performance of the compliant elements in a 'real world'
setting. The design presented in this work was incorporated into 2 degrees of freedom of
the manipulator and the compliant element designed by Curtis was included in the
remaining 2 degrees of freedom.

Thesis supervisor: J. Kenneth Salisbury
Title: Principal Research Scientist
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Chapter 1 - Introduction

This thesis addresses the design and construction of a manipulator for planetary

geological exploration, in particular, the exploration of Mars. The current manipulator

designs from NASA use highly geared motors in a non-backdrivable configuration. The

main reason for using this type of arrangement is the severe limitation on weight, space,

and power efficiency that are placed on space related components. While this design

methodology yields a robust manipulator that can provide large torque using a relatively

low weight actuator, it is severely limited in the tasks that it can perform.

Additional issues raised for planetary manipulators arise as a result of

communication delays. The long time delay in signals transmitted between earth and

Mars rcquires that any rover or manipulator be capable of some degree of autonomous

maneuvering or manipulation. A key issue while providing autonomy to any manipulator

is to ensure that it can interact safely with the environment so that the manipulator or the

operational environments are not harmed. In order to provide this kind of protection,

accurate sensing, detection, and application of the forces involved is required. To design

a better manipulator, the advantages and disadvantages of the current available

manipulator designs must be understood.

One advantage of the manipulators currently used by NASA/JPL is that they are

robust and low weight. In order to achieve this low weight, the manipulators use highly

geared electrical motors as actuators. As a result, the manipulators lack of a way to

accurately measure forces and implement explicit force control. The reason that force

control for the manipulator is desirable is that it allows the manipulator to apply and

detect accurate forces on/from the environment. The manipulator's main goal is to

perform sample acquisition tasks, however, the rate of performing science can be

increased by gathering data while these tasks are in progress. The data could provide

valuable information for determining soil composition and soil properties.
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In order to obtain this additional useful geological data there is a need to be able

to apply accurate repeatable forces and measure these forces. There are numerous ways to

provide force control and force measurements for the system. Some manipulators use

explicit force sensors that provide measurement of the force at the endpoint. One of the

problems with force sensors is that they could be easily damaged if subjected to a shock

load. Another method implemented on the Whole Arm Manipulator (WAM) robot

(Salisbury, 1988) is the use of motor current sensing to detect force in the arm. An

accurate measurement is dependent on backdrivability and a low back drive friction. A

third more noble way is to provide a compliant transmission that could measure the

forces that are applied by the manipulator by measuring the forces in the transmission

(e.g. spring deflection measurement).

1. Force Control

The common view in the robotics community is that a good manipulator is a stiff

manipulator. This notion is exemplified by the volume of papers describing methods to

overcome compliance introduced by link or transmission flexibility. The desire for high

stiffness is driven by the traditional factory floor robotic applications. These robots

perform tasks that are predominately position control tasks of high precision. For those

types of tasks, any reduction in stiffness results in bandwidth loss. The lowered

bandwidth due to the reduced stiffness reduces the speed of operation of the manipulator

and deteriorates its position tracking performance.

The main problem with this paradigm that 'stiffer is better' (Pratt, 1995a; Pratt

1995b) arises when the robot is required to perform manipulation tasks, that is interact

with the environment. These are key tasks that are of interest in this research. The

problem of interacting and applying forces on objects, or detecting contact with various

environments, is intrinsically difficult when the transmission is stiff. The main difficulty

follows from the fact that most manipulators use electric motors that have been geared in

order to provide high forces at low speeds. As a result, a small manipulator motion results
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in a large force. Additionally, the gearing of the motor introduces undesirable effects

such as friction, backlash and torque ripple, which deteriorate the manipulator's ability to

interact with environments and apply accurate, repeatable forces.

In order to be able to interact with various environments, there is a need to

accurately control forces over a wide dynamic range. This need was recognized by

researchers who have developed a few methods to address the issue. Initially, the force

control problem was addressed by providing either active or passive force control. A

general overview of the methodologies available for force control is found in

Williamson's work (Williamson, 1995). More recently a different approach to the

problem was undertaken. The idea that 'stiffness isn't everything' adds a spring, or a

compliant element in series with the actuator. This compliant element provides shock

load protection and essentially transforms the force control problem to a position control

problem. While the bandwidth of the system is reduced, it is not critical for the task at

hand. Recent communication with JPL point that the Mars polar lander arm (MVACS

arm), a robotic arm on the current mission to Mars, isn't required to perform high speed

manipulation. The manipulator moves at a rate of about 1-20 per second, so a motion of

1800 takes a few minutes to complete.

1.2 Previous Work

The idea of introducing compliance to a system to ease interaction with environments has

been developed in the areas of both hardware and software. It was shown that the 'peg in

the hole' problem is significantly simplified when some passive compliance is introduced

to the manipulator (Whitney, 1982). From a software point of view there are many

different methods of providing force control. Impedance control (Hogan, 1985), and

hybrid force/position control (Raibert and Craig, 1981) are examples of software

implemented force control. One of the problems with implementing force control and

introducing compliance via software is the computational intensity associated with the

control algorithms. In addition, these force control methods have the problem of
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becoming unstable when contacting very stiff environments. One way to solve this

problem was to lower the effective stiffness of the environment by providing rubbery

coating to the fingers or contact area. This made the system more stable by compensating

for errors in the model.

In their work Pratt and Williamson (Pratt, 1995a; Pratt 1995b) suggest that adding

a spring in series with the actuator could improve manipulator force control perfornance.

Using this series elastic actuator the force control problem is simplified to a position

control problem reducing the complexity of associated control algorithms. Williamson

demonstrated (Williamson, 1999) that several tasks (crank turning, sawing) that are

difficult to implement with a traditional stiff manipulator without an accurate geometric

model representation of the environment, become very easy with a compliant actuator.

The spring actuator designed by Williamson (shown in Figure 1-1) is a constant stiffness

torsion spring that uses a potentiometer and strain gauges to measure the deflection of the

element and provide force measurements.

I .,

Figure 1-1: Compliant element designed by Williamson

Some work at the Leg Laboratory at MIT on walking robots also introduced

compliance in series with the actuator. One of the robots, Spring Turkey, used constant

stiffness extension springs in series with the cable transmission. Difficulties arose with

this system due to extension of the springs beyond their elastic range and hence prompted

an investigation into the use of compression springs whose deflection is limited by the

bottoming out effect.
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Shah (Shah, 1997) developed an exponentially compliant flexible coupling

element that works in torsion as well. The benefit of this system over the previous

systems described was that due to its exponential nature, it provided a constant force

resolution over its entire dynamic range. Additionally, the element provided a dynamic

range (defined as the ratio between the largest exertable force and the smallest exertable

force) of 1000 which is about an order of magnitude better than could be achieved with

normal manipulators (Morrell, 1996). The increased dynamic range is possible since

initially, a small torque is required to produce a given deflection. As the overall

deflection of the element increases, a larger torque is required to achieve the same

additional given deflection. The spring elements used to obtain the variable stiffness for

the system were Buna N rubber balls. The main drawback of this device was that the

rubber ball characteristics would change over time and as a result, system performance

and predictability would deteriorate over time.

Figure 1-2: Compliant element designed by Shah

Some researchers investigated the effects of transmission stiffness using multiple

actuators for every degree of freedom. Sugano (Sugano, 1992) suggested adding a spring

to a finger tip and a brake mechanism to provide damping. The system has two

independent actuators to control continuous variation of compliance and joint

positioning.

Morrell (Morrell, 1996) tested out the micro-macro actuator with various values

of transmission stiffness to provide force control. A dynamic range of about 800 and a

bandwidth of nearly 60 Hz were achieved in this configuration. Morrell makes an

interesting observation justifying the need for a nonlinear stiffening transmission. Low
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stiffness and low impedance are most important when a manipulator initially makes

contact. As the contact force becomes larger, a stiffer transmission is desired.

While the idea of using two actuators to provide improved force control

performance and improved dynamic range is technically interesting, the likelihood of

using it in a space application is low. The strict weight and power budgets would prohibit

the use of an extra actuator for every degree of freedom.

1.3 Scope of Investigation

To address the problem of providing a robotic manipulator with improved force control

and force sensing capabilities, a nonlinear series compliance actuator (NSCA) to be used

in cable driven robotic manipulators was designed and built. The NSCA consists of an

electrical motor and two compliant elements placed in line with a cable transmission

drive.

The compliant element has a desired nonlinear (exponential) force displacement

behavior. This device is similar to the human hand in that it provides a large dynamic

range (defined as the ratio between the largest exertable force and the smallest exertable

force), near constant dynamic resolution, early contact detection and changing stiffness of

the element. Additionally, the compliant element was designed with ease of

manufacturability and assembly in mind and sensitivity for off the shelf components.

The effects of placing these compliant elements in line with a cable transmission

were investigated. System performance as a function of element preload was studied. The

frequency response of an open loop linear system equivalent was obtained and used to

suggest controller designs. Using these suggested controller designs, the dynamic

response of the nonlinear closed loop system was observed.
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A set of design requirements was developed and a compact design for the

compliant element is presented. An experimental force displacement curve for the

element was obtained and the position tracking performance of the actuator was

evaluated.

Next, the compliant element was incorporated into the Compliant Arm Design for

Digging (CADD), a 4 degrees of freedom manipulator designed in collaboration with

Andrew Curtis to examine the performance of the compliant elements in a 'real world'

setting. The design presented in this work was incorporated into 2 degrees of freedom of

the manipulator and the compliant element designed by Curtis was included in the

remaining 2 degrees of freedom.

1.4 Review of Thesis Contents

The thesis is organized as follows:

Chapter 2 describes theoretical models for predicted system behavior of the compliant

element. These include the force displacement characteristics of the compliant element.

The effects of placing the compliant elements in line with the cable transmission on the

torque displacement characteristics and the effects of element preload on element

performance. A simplified linear model of the system is examined and performance of

the system is evaluated.

Chapter 3 discusses the design of the compliant element used in the nonlinear series

compliance actuator. It defines the design requirements for the system and describes

some of the design issues. In addition, experiments were performed to verify the

predicted system performance presented in Chapter 2. Experimental results for force

displacement characterization and position tracking for the system are shown.
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Chapter 4 describes the design of the CADD that incorporates the NSCA developed in

this research. Workspace considerations for the manipulator and forward kinematics are

presented. Singular configurations are shown.

Chapter 5 provides conclusions and recommendations for further work and research.
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Chapter 2 - Control and Mod celing of the Nonlinear Series

Compliance Actuator

2.1 Introduction

This chapter describes some of the theory behind the model of the NSCA and the

characteristics of the compliant element. The effects of placing the compliant element in

line with a cable transmission are examined as well as the effects of preload tension on

device sensitivity.

The compliant element designed in this thesis was selected to provide compliance

in the cable rather than a coupling that is attached to the motor. The desire is to compare

the performance of this type of actuator (dynamic range, force resolution, etc.) to

coupling style compliant actuators developed by other researchers and to the one that is

currently designed by Andrew Cu-tis in our lab.

A conical compression spring was chosen as the mechanism to provide the

nonlinear compliance. It was chosen over other options since it allowed for a compact

method of obtaining these desirable characteristics (dynamic range, early contact

detection, changing stiffness and near constant dynamic resolution), it was available as an

'off the shelf component and it allowed for a minimal part count. A description of the

force displacement characteristics of conical compression springs follows. The effects of

placing these elements in line with a cable transmission are quantified and dynamic

system response is evaluated.

2.2 Force displacement curve for conical compression springs

In order to understand the performance of the actuator, an initial model of the compliant

element behavior was constructed. To provide a nonlinear stiffening transmission, the
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desired force displacement curve for this element was exponential. This force

displacement curve was chosen to help the compliant element mimic the reasons that

human hands exhibit dexterity by providing a constant force resolution over the entire

dynamic range and early contact detection.

In a stiffening element utilizing a conical compression spring, early contact

detection is possible as a result of the low initial stiffness. A small initial force is needed

to provide a noticeable spring deflection. The large dynamic range is achievable since the

spring stiffens with an increased applied load, resulting in a larger load required to

produce a given deflection. These characteristics are a result of the variable stiffness of

the spring that can be explained using the stiffness formula for a regular spring.

The stiffness or spring rate of a normal compression spring is governed by the

following equation:

R = * d (2.1)
8* n *D 3

Free Len gth* A e .... ..., tx7.. ......... .. Ground Sur race
zi, : '-'

E L -E

p1 1

R=spring rate
.'X:*,, Space G=modulfgdfgdus of rigidity

wire B etween d=wuvire diameter
diameter Portch Coils n=number of active coils

Lead D=mean coil diameter

Figure 2-1: Spring parameters
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It can be seen that in order to achieve variable stiffness there are several

parameters that can be modified. A different material can be used, a change in wire

diameter or a change in the coil diameter can be introduced. Out of these possible

modifications, the easiest one to implement in one continuous spring is the change in coil

diameter. A search of available springs showed that there are several types of springs

manufactured that have a variable coil diameter. One such type of spring is the conical

compression spring. Its main use is as replacement for compression springs since it

provides better lateral stability and a lower tendency to buckle than regular compression

springs. Additionally, due to its unique geometry it provides physical limits on travel and

avoids permanent deformation, which would deteriorate the performance.

Figure 2-2: Conical compression spring

The conical compression springs are useful in our task since they have stiffening

characteristic which is explained next. As with any system, the lowest stiffness elements

are the first ones to deflect. In the conical compression springs, these correspond to the

large diameter coils that are first to compress under an application of a load. After a

certain load, the coils begin to bottom out. As these coils bottom out, the lower diameter,

higher stiffness coils compress, hence requiring a larger force to provide the same motion

that was required to compress the larger diameter coils.

This intuitive description of the stiffening characteristics of the spring is validated

by a number of methods. A force deflection curve for the spring is found in Wahl (Wahl,

1963). As expected, the spring exhibits a stiffening characteristic as is shown in Figure 2-

3.
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B

Deflecton

Figure 2-3: Force displacement curve for a conical compression spring

Up to point A, the initial bottoming out point, the spring behaves like a constant

stiffness spring. After point A, the decreased coil diameter and the bottoming out effects

contribute to the stiffening behavior described earlier.

A second method to predict the force displacement curve was to construct a

piecewise linear spring model using a MATLAB simulation. This model (see Appendix

A) assumes that the spring is made up of a combination of single turn springs with each

single turn spring having a decreased diameter and as a result increased stiffness. As each

spring bottoms out (based on the pitch value), the next coil becomes the active one

resulting in increased stiffness. The model ignored the friction between the coils as they

compress which serves to accelerate the stiffening behavior. Simulation results for TA-

2364 spring are shown in Figure 2-4, and parameters for the TA-2364 spring are shown

in Table 2-1.
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Force displacenmn: curve 'or la-2361

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.8 0.7
dispclamrnre in)

Figure 2-4: Force displacement curve for the conical compression spring TA-2364,

simulation results

O.D. 0.297"x0.609"
I.D. 0.195"
Free Length 1.00"
Wire Diameter 0.051"
Total Coils 8.00
Material Stainless Steel

Table 2-1: TA-2364 Spring specifications

A third method to verify the spring behavior attempted to develop a finite element

model. However, due to the complex geometry of the spring, an accurate model

representation was not achieved.

21
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2.3 Cable preload effects and Torque displacement curve for the NSCA

Next, the compliant element previously described is placed in line with a cable

transmission and the torque displacement characteristics are evaluated. Two compliant

elements are required for every degree of freedom of the system, one is placed on the

tension side and one on the slack side of the cable. The placement of the elements in line

with the cable transmission affects the torque/force displacement characteristics of the

system. A generic cable transmission system is shown in Figure 2-5. The transmission of

torque in the system is due to the difference in tension between the slack and tension

sides of the cable. With the introduction of compliant elements on both the tension and

slack side of the system, the force differences between the two cable sides are more

significant than in normal cable driven systems.

Tight. Side
Te7sion. (Tt)

d'2

d/2 Effective. Pull. (Te). Tt-Ts

lack. Side
Tension. (Ts)

Figure 2-5: Torque transmission in cable systems

We start by examining the problem of torque transmission in a generic cable drive

system. The torque for the system is defined by the following equation:

= -* (T, -T) (2.2)
2

The equation shows that the dynamic range of the system is dependent on the

force in both the tension and slack side. A key concern for this design is the effect of the

preload on system performance. The minimal amount of preload force required should be
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applied to the system. This is due to the fact that the most sensitive range of the device is

at low displacements. As preload pushes the set point 'up' the force displacement curve,

the dynamic range of the system and device sensitivity deteriorate.

Fox DpIaJni Cunr lot Conplwn: Erin

05 1 15 2 Z5 3
Dsplacrmm (am)

Figure 2-6: Preload settings for TA-2364 spring

We investigate the effects of preload on system performance. Initially, when there

is no torque applied by the system, the following equation holds true:

r=O, 1=T, (2.3)

Once a torque is applied,

T,_,, = T, + AT,

T w =T -AT
(2.4)

and,

d
T=-* (T-_.ew- TI,,Lw) = d * AT (2.5)

on the tension side,

and on the slack side,

23
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AT = a * ehbx - a * ex* 2 (2.7)

from these expressions we can derive the following expressions for xl and x2,

X b * dn( *+e" )) (2.8)
b a*d

and,

1
x2 =* ln(2 * eb*t,, - e*x ) (2.9)

b

Using these equations, it is now possible to examine the torque displacement

relationship of the compliant elements and study the effects of preload on the system

performance.

It is known that for cable driven systems, in order to avoid slack in the cable it is

desired to preload the cable to half the maximum force that it will experience. The same

holds true for this system. Figure 2-7 shows the effects of varying the preload force on

the torque-displacement curve of the system.
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(d)
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Elomenl dlI.[rnm] Eblemen dl.[mm]

Figure 2-7: Effects of spring preload on torque-displacement curve. Preload force

(a) 0.94[N], (b) 1.65[N], (c) 2.891N], (d) 5.09[N]

The results show that as the preload force is increased, the initial slope of the

torque-element deflection increases as well. This translates into lowered sensitivity of the

system as a larger force is required to produce the same observable motion. As a result, it

is best to use the lowest allowable preload force to minimize performance deterioration.

One advantage of the system preload is that by moving the set point 'up' the compliance

curve, the torque curve is strictly exponentially compliant and does not go through the

linear section of the force displacement curve.
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2.5 Single Axis Model of the NSCA

In order to examine the dynamic system performance, a single axis model of the

nonlinear series compliance actuator was analyzed. This model is shown in Figure 2-8.

Shown are the motor mass, mrl, the compliant element with its associated stiffness and

damping, k-element and b-element respectively, the link mass, mr2, and the environment

stiffness, k-environment.

b-element

xl

Figure 2-8: Simplified system model of the NSCA

The following equations describing system behavior can be written from Figure 2-8:

mr * = F - a * e '(x-x2) _ blem * (xl - X2 )

mr2 * 2 = a* eC'(X'-x2) + belen * (I - 2 ) -ke,, * X2
(2.10)

where the nonlinear spring is described via the following relationship:

F.pring =a * ec*X (2.11)

This single axis model assumes that the motor is acting as a position source. The

model completely neglects backlash in the gearhead, friction in the motor and the

gearhead, and compliance of system components such as the cable. Based on this

nonlinear model, a simplified linear model is presented next.
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2.6 Simulation of NSCA Linear System Equivalent Dynamic Response

In order to test out the frequency response of the system, the model presented above was

further simplified. The model assumes a linear spring and yields the following system

equations:

mrl *l = l- k * (x -x 2 )- be, *(x -x 2) (2.12)
mr2 * 2 = k* (x -x 2 )+be,,, * (l- 2 )- k,,,,e* X2

The output for the system is taken to be x2 (link motion) and the effect of input F.

on that output is evaluated. A range of values of knv are tested to simulate different

environments the manipulator makes contact with. An environmental stiffness of zero

corresponds to the manipulator moving through free space. From the above equations, the

following transfer function for the system is obtained:

X 2(s) b*s+k
F(s) S4 *(m *m2 )+s3 *b*(ml + 2)+s 2 *(m2 * k + ml *(k+k,,,))+ s * (b*k,,,,)+(k* k)

(2.13)

Figures 2-9, 2-10 and 2-11 show the frequency response of the system with

various environmental contacts. As can be seen from the figures the system has different

dynamics when it is contact with an environment as opposed to moving in free space. The

main difference can be deduced from the transfer function where a quick glance reveals

that when this fourth order system is moving through free space it has a double integrator.

The resulting -1800 phase shows that the open loop system is unstable (or marginally

stable) at low frequencies. As a result, a controller (e.g. PD controller) which adds phase

is required to make the closed loop system stable. It is also interesting to note that the

bandwidth for the system is reduced for the system interacting with the stiff environment.
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2.7 Simulation of NSCA Closed Loop Dynamic Response

Based on the dynamic response of the linear model, an initial controller choice is

implemented to obtain dynamic response for the closed loop nonlinear system. In order to

evaluate the dynamic response of the closed loop nonlinear system, a Simulink model

(see Appendix B) was assembled. This model is based on equation 2.12. A PD controller

is implemented with gains Kp and Kv, representing proportional and velocity gains

respectively. Desired input trajectory and a desired velocity in the form of sine waves of

varying frequencies are provided to the system and the resulting output link motion is

observed. In order to gain some insight to the performance of the nonlinear system, the

effects of varying the motor inertia and the link inertia were studied.

Simulation results for the nonlinear close loop system are shown in Figures 2-12,

2-13, and 2-14. These frequency response plots show that the system behaves in a similar

manner to the equivalent linear system. As the mass of the end point, m2 is decreased, the

bandwidth of the system increases. Also, the value of m2 plays an important role in the
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damping of the system. As the value of m2 increases, the system becomes more and more

damped as can be seen from the lack of overshoot in Figure 2-13.
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Chapter 3 - Compliant Element Design and Testing

3.1 Introduction

This chapter presents the design of the compliant element used in the NSCA. Design

requirements are developed for the system and the design of the compliant element is

described. Experiments to produce the force displacement curve are conducted and

dynamic response of the system is evaluated.

3.2 Design Requirements

This work set out to design a compliant element that would allow robotic manipulators to

achieve a better dynamic range, provide a constant force resolution across the dynamic

range and give accurate contact sensing. The nonlinear stiffening behavior of the

compliant element allows for these characteristics.

This type of element is different than the compliant actuators previously by other

researchers since it will have the compliant element placed on the cable itself rather than

an element that is attached directly onto the motor shaft (Williamson, 1995; Shah, 1997).

The compliant element is placed along the cable transmission in order to compare its

performance to the performance of actuators developed by other researchers. This

compliant element would try and improve on the performance characteristics of these

elements.

In order to provide these performance enhancements, several design requirements

for the system were developed. The following high level design requirements needed to

be addressed: provide exponential, stiffening characteristics to the compliant element;

provide compliance along the cable; and, provide a good dynamic range.
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In addition to these requirements, the compliant element should be compact in

order to minimize the mass and volume placed on the cable. The element should be

robust as to withstand unpredictable impact loads. It should be reliable, in order not to

reduce the overall system reliability. Additionally, the compliant element should provide

an accurate, stable and repeatable measure of force that the manipulator is experiencing.

3.3 Compliant Element Design

Based on the design requirements. several preliminary designs were developed and

evaluated. One of the major constraints placed on the design of this device is the

requirement that the compliant element be placed in line with the cable transmission. This

constraint severely limited the space and weight allotted to the device. Furthermore, the

placement of the element in line with the cable almost exclusively limited the compliant

element motion to be in the axial direction. It was decided that a range of motion of

approximately 0.5" would be sufficient to detect a large force range with the given

instruments. Figure 3-1 shows the final design of the compliant element. Detailed design

drawings for the device are shown in Appendix C. The overall dimensions of the

compliant element are 2"x 1.375"x1 ".

If

Figure 3-1: Final design of the compliant element
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The design of the compliant element itself can be divided into a three major

thrusts; selecting a suitable spring for the application, designing a housing for the spring

that would ensure safe placement and convert the cable action in tension to spring

compression, and providing low friction sliding motion to facilitate measurement of

deflection.

The spring choice for the compliant element determines the force displacement

characteristics for the element. Selecting a suitable spring provides a large dynamic range

and good contact sensing capabilities. Choosing a suitable spring for this application

presented us with tradeoff considerations from a space point of view and from a dynamic

range point of view. Ideally, in order to allow for the smallest force to be detected, a very

large diameter coil would be desired. This coil would provide a large deflection for a

small applied force which would be easily detected. However, this large coil would

require large space which would make the compliant element too bulky to place on the

cable. Similarly, the number of turns and the smallest coil diameter determine the

sensitivity of the element as it is subjected to higher loads. Several available 'off the

shelf' springs were evaluated for their dynamic range and low force capability. A viable

compromise between these design considerations was found to be the spring TA-2364

available from Century Spring Corp. which has its force displacement curve shown in

Figure 2-3.

Once the appropriate spring for the application was selected, it was important that

the spring be held in a safe and reliable manner in a housing. In addition, the housing

would allow for cable tension to be transformed into spring compression. While the need

for a sealed housing might be required for future applications as to provide protection

from hazardous environments that might deteriorate performance, it was not deemed

necessary for the prototype stage. The spring is held in the housing by being placed in a

groove and being subjected to the preload force.

In addition to holding the spring safely, the housing should allow for a mechanism

to provide a low friction measurement of deflection and as a result, a good, accurate
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representation of the force across the spring. The lower the friction in the system, the

better performance it could provide. A linear motion potentiometer is mounted on the

back plate and is used for deflection measurement with the wiper attached to a sliding

Delrin block. As the tension in the cable increases the Delrin block compresses the spring

and changes the resistance of the potentiometer therefore providing a displacement

measurement. In order to constrain the system, two parallel shafts were placed and the

wiper was mounted on the Delrin block that would slide up and down the shafts. The

main problem with this design was that the Delrin block would stick and slip on the

shafts. In order to reduce the friction between the sliding Delrin block and the shafts. the

Delrin block was fitted with ball bushings. As expected, the switch from sliding to rolling

friction resulted in lower friction and improved performance of the compliant element.

3.4 Experimental Setup

To test the performance of the compliant element design, two separate experimental

setups were used. The first test setup was unactuated and was used to obtain the force

displacement characteristics for the compliant element. The second test setup was a one

DOF prototype of the NSCA used to investigate its performance when subjected to some

contact tests with different environments.

3.4.1 Compliant Element Characterization Setup

This test setup was used to obtain the force displacement curve for the compliant

element. The compliant element was subjected to loads measuring from 1 [g] to 5[kg].

The loads were in the form of weights hung from the cable in Figure 3-2 and a spring

deflection measurement was obtained for each load.

In order to obtain these measurements, a Novotechnik, PTN-25 linear motion

potentiometer and the S- 115 wiper were used to obtain a spring deflection measurement.

In order to provide low friction sliding motion between the Delrin block and the two
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shafts, Thomson Industries Inc. Super 3 ball bushings were used. In order to obtain a

detectable signal from the potentiometer, the output signal is amplified using the circuit

shown in Appendix D.

Figure 3-2: Force-displacement characterization setup

3.4.2 One DOF NSCA Test Setup

In order to verify the concept and test operation, a one DOF experimental test bed was

constructed. This setup allows us to discover and correct any problems and issues with

the current design prior to incorporating the NSCA design into the 4 DOF manipulator

described in Chapter 4. The experimental setup is shown in Figure 3-3.

Figure 3-3: Nonlinear Series Compliance Actuator one DOF test setup
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The motor used was a Maxon RE035 with a gearhead reduction of 36:1. Two

compliant elements as described in the previous section were placed in line with the cable

transmission. A Transducer Techniques TRT-50 torque sensor was used to verify results

obtained. An HP5500-J06 encoder was placed on the output shaft as well to provide some

insight into system dynamics. On the data acquisition side, a Sensable Technologies

interface card was used to control the motor and obtain encoder readings while the analog

signals from the compliant elements and the torque sensors were read using a National

Instruments Lab-PC+ I/O card. The software for the system was a hybrid combination of

Java and C. Low level control code was written in C and high level control and graphics

were written in Java for simplicity.

3.5 Experimental Results

3.5.1 Force Displacement Curve for the Compliant Element

The use of compliant elements in line with a cable transmission requires an accurate

knowledge of their force displacement characteristics in order to deduce the actual force

or torque that the manipulator is applying. Figure 3-4 shows the force displacement curve

for the compliant element and an exponential curve fit.
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Figure 3-4: Force-displacement curve for TA-2364 spring, experimental results

It is interesting to note that the compliant element behaves as a constant stiffness

spring up to the point where the first coil bottoms out. Beyond that point, the spring

stiffens as is evident in the increasing slope of the curve. The smallest detectable force

with this element was observed to be 0.098[N].

3.5.2 Position Control Performance

With the force-displacement curve for the compliant element available, the

position control and force control capabilities of the one DOF test setup were

investigated. This section will present the position control performance of the system as it

is moving through free space. Based on the simulation results presented in Chapter 2 it

was decided that the control scheme used on the system would be a simple PD controller.
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The added phase from this controller makes the closed loop system more stable at low

frequencies.

Using this controller the dynamic response of the closed loop system was

evaluated. Sine waves varying in frequency were used as input to the system and the

output response (encoder readings) was recorded. The frequency response of the system

is shown in Figure 3-5. The resonant frequency of the system is 20[Hz] and the

bandwidth of the system is around 25[Hz]. These plots are in agreement with the

simulation results presented in section 2.6.
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Figure 3-5: Frequency response of closed loop system, experimental results

3.5.3 NSCA Force Control Performance

Next, the performance of the system and its ability to apply forces or detect them while in

contact with environments of different stiffness values is examined. A digging
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manipulator is likely to encounter varied operating conditions such as difterent types of

soil, buried obstacles (e.g. rocks) over a relatively small area. In order to operate in these

unstructured environments in a safe, reliable and accurate way, the manipulator must be

to establish initial contact in a controlled manner. The test case scenario was of the link

travelling through free space and applying a specified force once contact is established.

The controller tested out for this scenario expanded on the PD controller used for the

movement through free space. In essence, position control was provided initially and the

forces across the compliant elements were observed throughout the manipulator motion.

If the forces reached a certain threshold it was determined that contact was established.

At this point, a different control algorithm would become functional. This control

algorithm implemented a proportional controller based on the forces experienced in the

compliant elements. The derivative term for this controller was dropped because the

signal proved too noisy to allow for derivative feedback.

Several experiments were conducted to fine tune the performance of the

controller. Unfortunately, satisfactory performance was not achieved. The manipulator

was able to establish contact and detect contact however, there were some difficulties in

maintaining contact with the environment. I believe that this was most likely due to an

error in the control code rather than a problem with the system.

3.5.4 Performance Parameters for Actuators

In addition to contact tests there are several other performance characteristics that are

helpful for evaluating the performance of the system and the compliant element

performance in particular. Again, due to lack of time these were not evaluated.

Some of the performance parameters, backdrive friction, peak steady state force

and force resolution, are measured when the system is at steady state. The backdrive

friction of the system measures the amount of force that is required to move the actuator

when the system is not powered. The peak steady state force is of obvious importance to
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the system. Force resolution is the smallest measurable force and is affected by sensor

accuracy and noise and the quantization of the A/D conversion.

In order to provide a more complete picture of the system performance, dynamic

performance characteristics require examination as well. These performance parameters

include position response bandwidth (see Section 3.4.2) that is the frequency response of

the system as it is moving through free space. Force control bandwidth is evaluated

through the frequency response obtained when the end point for the system is fixed.

Other properties that are useful are the dynamic range of the system. One is the

exertable dynamic range, that is the ratio between the largest and smallest force the

manipulator can apply. Also, the dynamic range in sensing which relates the largest force

the manipulator can detect to the smallest force it can detect.
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Chapter 4 - Compliant Arm Design for Digging (CADD)

4.1 Motivation

The NSCA design discussed in the previous chapter is integrated into the arm design

presented here. In conjunction with our sponsors, NASA/JPL, and in order to meet their

goal of retrieving soil samples from Mars by the 2005-7 time frame we were required to

design a digging manipulator. The manipulator would perform a variety of geological

exploration tasks, most notably uncovering and acquiring soil samples from underneath

the surface. In addition, the manipulator should be able to obtain mechanical soil

properties such as hardness and cohesion. In order to perform this task successfully and

in an efficient manner the manipulator should be able to apply and detect forces in an

accurate manner over a large dynamic range.

Until recently, the WAM was used as a digging manipulator in our lab. The

WAM was not designed for the purpose of rover based digging, yet it still managed to

perform digging and trenching tasks quite well. However, it became apparent that

performance enhancements in several areas could be achieved through the design of a

new manipulator geared towards the task. One notable area for improvement was

providing a kinematic configuration that would yield better maneuverability for digging

and avoid points of singularity while performing the task. Another scope of

improvements was the need for a more efficient, smaller scale manipulator that would

more closely resemble an arm likely to be used in a mission scenario. Finally, there was a

need for improved force sensing capabilities to allow for better manipulation through the

application of accurate force and accurate sensing. As previously noted, the WAM is a

backdrivable manipulator with very low backdrive friction. These system features allow

reasonable force measurements to be obtained based on motor current sensing. However,

confidence in these measurements was limited. The problem of sensing and applying

reliable and accurate forces is even more inherent in the manipulator designs that a e

available at JPL. These manipulators have desirable kinematics but lack an accurate way
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to measure forces. No force sensor is available and the significant gear reductions (on the

order 1000:1) on the actuators make acquisition of accurate force data through motor

current sensing very difficult.

Based on these system issues, it was decided that the new manipulator, the

CADD, would maintain some desirable features of the WAM such as low friction cable

drive transmission, and motor placement at the base. The CADD would also provide

performance enhancements over the WAM in a few categories: provide a smaller, rover

scale manipulator, provide a kinematic configuration better suited for digging, and

improve force sensing capabilities using the idea of a compliant transmission.

4.2 Workspace Considerations

The first notable difference between the CADD and the WAM is the scale of the

manipulator. The general goal was to try and have an arm could be rover mounted. Hence

the scale of the rover played an important role in determining the dimensions of the arm.

The scale of the FIDO rover designed for the 2003/5 mission currently stands at

1.176[m]xl.088[m]xO.51[m] (Lindemann, 1999). The working assumption was that the

arm would be top mounted on the rover. This mounting location would provide better

stability and the capability for applying larger forces than would be possible if the arm

were mounted in a different location on the rover. The arm links were sized such that in

its current mounting location, the manipulator would be able to reach all points on the

ground around the rover.
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4.3 Manipulator Kinematics

4.3.1 General Description

Based on the assigned workspace, work began to define the kinematics for the system.

The kinematics for the manipulator were decided after conversations with fellow

graduate students, Jesse Hong, Brian Anthony and Andrew Curtis. During a few meetings

several possible kinematic configurations were suggested and evaluated for ease of

manipulation and points of singularity. The kinematics selected for the CADD are similar

to those of a backhoe (Figure 4-la) with one added degree of freedom. The additional

degree of freedom is the roll motion of the last link. Researchers (Hong, 1999b and

Nathan, 1992) have shown that in order to reduce friction and avoid stick-slip behavior

between the soil and the digging scoop or penetrating device it is helpful to introduce

oscillations to the motion of the end effector. The roll motion could easily provide these

desired oscillations as well as specify orientation for the end effector. A stick model of

the kinematic configuration was constructed to qualitatively evaluate the design and find

any points of singularity or other problem areas with the assigned kinematics and

workspace. The general kinematic configuration of the manipulator can be seen in Figure

4-1 b. The motions provided by the serial manipulator are yaw, pitch, pitch, and roll.

(a) (b)

Figure 4-1: (a) A backhoe with its kinematic configuration, (b) Kinematics for

CADD
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4.3.2 Forward Kinematics

Given the general description of arm kinematics in the previous section, forward

kinematics relating the joint variables to manipulator position and orientation were

obtained. The manipulator link length and link offset parameters are presented in Table 4-

1. Figure 4-2 relates those parameters to a sketch of the arm.

Table 4-1: Link parameters for the CADD

L1

L2

LO

Figure 4-2: CADD link dimensions

Using the Denavit-Hartenberg (DH) notation (Craig, 1989), transformation matrices (see

Appendix E) for the manipulator were generated and the forward kinematics for the

manipulator obtained.

x - CO,S(92 + 03)12 + COs,C211 - CO SO2 d2 - S 1, lo
Y = - SOiS(02 + 03)12 + SOlC21 - S, 1S02d2 + C, 1lo
ZJ L - C( 2 + 03)12 - S021, - C 2d2

(4.1)
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The position vector of the manipulator shows that the endpoint position is independent of

the last degree of freedom which provides orientation for the end effector.

Another important characteristic for manipulators is the Jacobian matrix that can

be used to find points of singularity and also transform motor joint torques to Cartesian

forces.

SO,C(o ± 8)1, - SoCcI + S,S 2,d, - CO,,, - CoC( + 9,)12-COS92 - cCOd,2 - CO,C(o, + o,)I, 0
J = - CO,S(o2 + ,)1 + C,C 2 , - Co,So2d, - So,, - SO,C(o2 +,)l - SoS,, - So,C2d, - So,C(o2 +o,) )2

o s(o + ,)1 - C 2 , + S 2d, S(o, + 8,)12 0

(4.2)

As expected, the Jacobian matrix for the manipulator shows independence from

the last degree of freedom. Points of singularity for the system exist on the workspace

boundaries and also when the end point is aligned with the axis of rotation of the first

degree of freedom as shown in Figure 4-3.

Figure 4-3 Singular configuration of the CADD

It is important to note that this singular configuration should not interfere with the

task performance of the manipulator. This singular configuration as is corresponds to the

manipulator operating in free space above ground which is unlikely for the digging task.

Similarly, the mirror image of this configuration has the manipulator trying to dig

underneath the rover which is also an unlikely scenario.
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4.4 Actuator Selection

In order to provide the proper output forces required for the digging, suitable actuators

must be selected. Two methods were used to evaluate the forces that are required for the

digging task. One source of obtaining force data for the task was experiments conducted

by Hong (Hong, 1999a) using the WAM system and backing out force information using

motor current sensing. A second source of force data was obtained via the unactuated

wooden mock up shown in Figure 4-4. The wooden mock up was assembled in

collaboration with Andrew Curtis and the forces required for digging were observed

using a spring scale for different strokes through different soils. The force measurements

obtained from both sources were in agreement and found that the planar forces required

for digging were on the order of 5 [lbs].

Figure 4-4: Force measurement setup

Based on the experimentally obtained force values for digging and on the

proposed link lengths, the torque required at the motor was calculated assuming a worst

case scenario of only one motor to provide the force. A torque of 16.4[Nm] was required

at the motor to produce the desired 5[lbs.] force at the endpoint. Several motor and

gearhead assemblies were evaluated for their torque output and power to weight ratio.

The Maxon RE series motors were selected due to their good power to weight ratio and

their availability. One of the limiting factors in choosing a motor-gearhead assembly was

the maximum torque rating of the gearhead. Some smaller motors with larger reductions
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could provide the same output torque, however, the actual torque output was limited due

to the shear strength of the gearhead teeth which might break under a backdrive torque.

The motors selected were the Maxon RE035 with a 72:1 gearhead capable of providing a

maximum torque of 77[Nm], providing a safety factor of 4.7.

4.6 Mechanical Design

Transforming the kinematic parameters and workspace requirements into a physical

manipulator presented many interesting design challenges. The design task of the CADD

was undertaken in collaboration with Andrew Curtis. The greatest design challenges were

presented as a result of our desire to introduce compliant transmission as method for

improving the dynamic range of forces applied and of forces sensed. Figure 4-5 shows

the CADD assembly without the cable transmission and electronic circuitry.

Two different compliant transmission ideas were implemented in the manipulator.

The concept presented in this work of providing compliance in line with the cable

transmission is integrated into the last two degrees of freedom (pitch and roll, controlled

by motors 3 and 4 in Figure 4-5) of the manipulator. The compliant transmission element

designed by Curtis (Curtis, 1999) in the form of a nonlinear compliant coupling acting in

torsion is incorporated into the first two degrees of freedom (yaw and pitch, controlled by

motors 1 and 2 respectively in Figure 4-5) of the system.
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Figure 4-5: The CADD assembly

The decision of which compliant transmission concept to implement on which

degree of freedom was mainly based on evaluating the ease of integration into the system

of each compliant element for every degree of freedom. The NSCA presented in this

thesis yields itself best to placement in line with the cable transmission (as shown in

section 3.4.2) and as a result needs to have part of the cable circuit to travel on. The

design developed by Curtis is a coupling that can be mounted onto the motor shaft or one

that can be mounted to the output shaft. Due to the size of this compliant element, it was

better suited for the larger joints closer to the base of the manipulator.

Based on the compliant element designs, it was decided that the actuator design

presented in this work is best suited for use in the last two degrees of freedom of the

manipulator. Given the weight and size of the motors and drawing on the WAM design,

the motors are placed close to the base of the manipulator and power is transmitted to the

joints via cables. The long cable paths between the motors and the last two degrees of

freedom are ideal locations for placing the compliant elements on the cable. It is vital that

space is budgeted to allow for unobstructed movement of the compliant elements along

the cable circuit as full range of motion for the joint might not be achieved otherwise.
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Figure 4-6 shows a CAD model displaying the compliant elements location along the

cable transmission system.

Figure 4-6: Compliant element location on the cable circuit

The 2 DOF cable driven differential using the compliant actuator developed in

this work is shown in Figure 4-7, controlled by motors 3 and 4 (see Figure 4-5) and is

used to provide the last two degrees of freedom for the system. Detailed CAD drawings

are shown in Appendix F. The differential was chosen since it allows for a compact 2

DOF assembly and mates well with the compliant element design by allowing for the

motors to be placed on the base link. There are two major separate cable assemblies for

the system. The first assembly that consists of two cable circuits connects the each side of

the differential to its respective motor. The second assembly couples the two sides of the

differential to provide the pitch and roll motion required.
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J-o

Figure 4-7:(a) CAD rendition of differential design, (b) Assembled differential
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Chapter 5 - Conclusions

5.1 Review of Thesis

In conclusion, this work presented the design of a nonlinear series compliance actuator

for use in cable driven transmissions. The actuator provides nonlinear compliance via a

compliant element placed in line with a cable transmission. Performance characteristics

of this element were evaluated. Experiments performed to evaluate the actuator's

performance show an exponential force displacement curve as predicted. Additional

experiments determined he position control bandwidth of the system to be 25 [Hz]. A 4

DOF robotic digging manipulator was designed in collaboration with Andrew Curtis. The

nonlinear compliance actuator presented in this work is integrated into the system to

control 2 DOFs of the arm.

5.2 Further Work

The suggested areas for further work fall into three major categories: finishing up

characterizing the actuator performance, improvements to the actuator itself, and utilizing

the CADD.

In Chapter 3, metrics of interest in evaluating actuator performance are discussed.

Those metrics should be revisited so that a more complete model of the actuator

performance can be obtained.

The mechanical design of the actuator is another area where improvements could

be provided. A method for allowing a quick change of the spring used in the compliant

element would prove useful. Additionally, the option of altogether locking out the

compliance 'on the fly' would allow the actuator to perform well in tasks requiring

contact with the environment and tasks where a stiff manipulator is required. Another
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interesting area to study is the application of preload tension to the cable transmission

system without sacrificing losing sensitivity of the compliant element.

Finally, utilizing the CADD for digging tasks would provide us with a way of

comparing the performance of this manipulator to the performance of traditional stiff

transmission manipulators.
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Appendix A - Matlab Simulation of Force Displacement
Curves

% program to approximate stiffening behaviour of conical compression
springs
%each coil is a spring w/ const. stiffness, and the next coil is active
once
%the previous coil bottomed out

close all; %clears out all graphic windows
clear all;

%input starting diameter, ending diameter, wire diameter, height
%and number of turns

%springnum=input('Enter spring catalog number: ');
%outd=input('Enter outside diameter: ');
%ind=input('Enter inside diameter: ');
%wired=input('Entel wire diameter: ');
%heigh --input('Enter spring height: ');
%coils=input('Enter # of active coils: ');

%data for all springs to be analyzed
dataspring=[2091 0.421 0.343 0.81 0.047 6;...
2137 0.296 0.219 0.41 0.046 8;...
2093 0.328 0.234 1.25 0.04 9;...
2364 0.609 0.297 1 0.051 8;...
2204 0.328 0.203 0.72 0.04 10;...
2234 0.5 0.343 1 0.059 8;...
2200 0.625 0.328 2 0.057 10;...
2318 0.625 0.375 0.38 C.C29 4];

for numspri=l:length(dataspring)

%block to make testing easier
springnum=dataspring(numspri,l);
outd=dataspring(numspri,2);
ind=dataspring(numspri,3);
height=dataspring(numspri,4);
wired=dataspring(numspri,5);
coils=dataspring(numspri,6);

%calculate the spring rate

%parameters:
% K=spring rate (lbs/in.)
% G=modulus (spring steel 11.5e6, stainless=10e6)
% d=wire diameter (in.)
% n=number of active coils (one in this case)
% D=mean diameter (O.D.-d) inches

G=11.5e6; %assume mat'l is stainless steel
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d=wired;
n=coils;
D=outd-wired;

%K=G*d^4/(8*n*D^3);

%find pitch
pitch=(height-coils*wired)/coils;

%there are as many spring constants as there are active coils each one
of
%them is effective only when the previous spring bottoms out and until
that
%spring itself bottoms out

rbig=outd/2;
rsmall=ind/2;
%define the various springs
for g=0:1:coils

r=rbig-(g*(pitch+wired)*((rbig-rsmall)/height));
dia=2*r;
k(g+l)=G*d^4/(8*n*dia^3);

end

count=O;
oldsel=O;
maxdefl=coils*pitch;
xold=0;
oldforce=O;
totforce=O;
delta=0.001;

for xx=0:delta:maxdefl
count=count+l;
disp(count)=xx;
newsel=floor(xx/pitch);
%check to see if spring bottomed out
totforce=totforce+delta*k(newsel+1l);
force(count)=totforce;

end

%XO=[1 1 1]';

XO=[1 1] ';

x=leastsq('fitsimp', XO, [], [], disp, force);

%Y new=x(l)+x(2).*exp(x(3).*diip);

Y new=x(1).*exp(x(2).*disp);
figure
plot(disp,force,'b', disp, Ynew,'-.r');
%plot(disp,force);

xlabel ('displacement (in) ');
ylabel('force (lbs) ');
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title(['Force displacement curve for ta-',num2str(springnum)]);

%gtext(['y=',num2str(x(l)),'+',num2str(x(2)),'*exp(',num2str(x(3)),'*x)
']);
gtext(['y=',num2str(x(1)),'*exp(',num2str(x(2)),'*x)']);

print -dbmp256 temp;
clear disp force Y new

end
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Appendix B - Simulink model of dynamic system

The following simulink model was used to evaluate the dynamic performance of the
nonlinear system.

I ·Crf l 

3 Tj L1' 

..... ._ .. ' .'* 4 ( ....I ' *;;-4 we 4- ̂ s b .1 t +t , ?*rr · r*>¢>. ,f~L '· -, l!*Z
(--- *g·- -,§·· ·--- r ,CL

_' _ .. ___ _ · I ' ~---- .r r1

f~~~" * _ ~ I ** **

1-71

The following file was used to initiate the parameters for the simulation.

%initialize the simulink file
clear all;
ml=50; %massl
m2=O.l*ml; %mass2
c=0.28041; %spring parameter
a=306.9542; %spring parameter
%c=4.81; %spring parameter
%a=0.52; %spring parameter

%fl=l; %force
b=50; %damping term
kO=O; %environment stiffness

kp=1000; %position gain
kv=0.05; %velocity gain
ki=5;

%for the input sine wave
freq=2;
ww=2*pi* freq;
ampli=100;
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Appendix C - CAD Drawings for the Compliant Element
Design

Part Quantity
Bottom Cap 1

Top Cap 1
New Pot Hold 1
Wiper Holder 1

Slider 2
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Appendix D - Amplifier Circuit for Compliant Element Signal

Due to the severe current limitation on the linear motion potentiometer, the following
amplifier circuit (Shah, 1997) was built to provide a useable range of signals.

R2

0'

-15V

The output of the circuit is given by the following equation:

V,, =-R 4 - R
R2 R3p

The following components were used in the circuit. The operational amplifiers were
National Semiconductor LF347BN.

Resistor values are shown in the following table:

Ro 15kgQ
R1 5kfQ

R2 15kQ

R 3 2.5kK2

R4 5kk
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Appendix E - transformation matrices

The following figure shows the frame assignments for the manipulator.

z2

I lh

IW

x2

4
,y2

zl zO

,.yO

xO

z3

x3
!

y3

x4

z4

The following transformation matrices can be written based on the frame assignments.

-sing 0 0

cos9 I 0 0
coS 10 , representing the first degree of freedom, yaw.

0 00 0 1

cos R2

O0
A 12 = 

- sin 82

O

-sing 2 0 0

0 1 l

-cos02 0 0

0 0 1

, representing the second degree of freedom, pitch.
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cos9 1

sin 8,
Aol= 0
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1 0 0 1,

101 0 d 2 1T23 = 00 1 0 d2 moves the reference frame to the base of the differential.

O 0 0 1

cos93 -sin 3 0 0

sin83 cos9 3 0 0

A23 = 0 1 0 , represents the third degree of freedom, differential pitch.

0 O 0 1

cosO4 -sin9 4 0 0

0 0 1 12
A34 = s -° 0 0 j, represents the fourth degree of freedom, differential

-sin84 -csn 4 0 0
0 0 0 1

roll.

And, the transformation from the base to endpoint is represented by:

To05 = AO * A 2 * T23 * A23 * A34

CoIC23C 4 + So1 S 4

T05 = S9IC923C6 4 - COISO4
- S,2 3Co4

0

- Co,C23Ss4 - So,Co4
- So,C923So4 - Co,C4

0

- c9,sS2 3

- Ss, S 23

-C 2,3
0

- C,S 2312 + Co,C921, - CO,S2d,2 - So0

- SOS 2312 + SOC 211 - S9S9S2d 2 + Cl0

- C 2312 - S21, - C02d 2

I
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Appendix F - CAD Drawings for differential design

Part Quantity
Base Plate 1

Differentiall 1 

Differential2 1

Extension Drum 2
Link3 tube 1

Pitch 1

PR holder 2
Roll 1

Shaft 1

Tension Block 2
Tube Connect 1
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